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Society sans police is nothing but anarchy. The
police personnel who keep vigil round the clock to
ensure good nights’ sleep and fearless life for all,

unfortunately, never get their due respect from the very
people whom they protect. It is the sad state of affairs of
police in world’s largest democracy. 

While people are vying with each other in blaming
police for reasons they even do not know, they
conveniently forget the sacrifices the police personnel
make. Hapless guardians of law cannot enjoy their
personal lives, they do not get time to spend time with
family members and they even fall to bullets and
grenades in the line of duty.

It is sad that the government has failed to device a
mechanism to make people aware of the significance of
police. Unless proactive measures are taken to create
awareness, police will be largely disrespected and
disregarded by the general public.

It would be appropriate if the authorities take steps
to conduct special seminars on the importance of police
in educational institutions every year on October 21, the
Police Commemoration Day, where the local inspector
or a designated officer should deliver lectures, focusing
on the hard work of the police in keeping the law and
order and providing sage living conditions to the people.

These kinds of activities will help inculcate the
significance of police among children at an early stage
which will eventually get them their due share of respect.

There is a lot needs to be done. Unless the mindset
of the public is changed, the protectors of society will
remain a subject of ridicule for insensitive public. 

We, The News team, dedicate this special issue, The
Fallen Heroes, for all the police personnel who
sacrificed their lives for the safety of the society. We
thank one and all who have made this supplement a
success. 
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Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao has
said the sacrifices made

by the police personnel who laid
down their lives in the line of
duty were invaluable.
Speaking after paying

tributes at the martyr’s
memorial at Shivkumar Lal
Stadium in Gosha Mahal on the
occasion of Police
Commemoration Day on
October 21, Rao said it was
unfortunate as many as 653
police personnel lost their lives
across the country during the
year while discharging their
duties.
The police department is

contributing its might to ensure
peace and tranquility, Rao said
adding that much more need to
be done on this front. The chief
minister said that it was
improper to depict the police
personnel and the department in
poor light in movies and
newspapers.  He also said that
his government was committed
to the welfare of the police force
and will provide all assistance to
the department.
He further said that the

development of any State
government depends on the law
and order situation. “The role of
police is vital in the
development of the State and
investors look at law and order
situation to start new projects. In
this situation it is essential that

the police continue to perform
their duties well,” Rao said.
Rao announced several of

incentives for the police force.
The ceiling on Aarogya
Bhadrata scheme has been
revised from Rs 1 lakh and Rs
2.5 lakh and fixed at Rs 5 lakh
and Rs 7.5 lakh respectively,
free health checkups for
policemen aged over 45 years,
increasing the ‘feeding charges’

paid to them from Rs 90 to Rs
250 and starting State police
canteen where goods sold will
be exempted from VAT and
incentive of Rs 5 lakh to
recipients of gallantry medals.
In addition, officers of the rank
of Sub-Inspector will soon be
brought under the Gazetted
officer’s grade, he said.
“The State government has

also constituted a committee to

KCR announces string of
benefits for police personnel
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look into the demands of the
police personnel and a decision
will be taken based on its
report,” Rao said. The
government will also be giving
50,000 mobile phones with
CUG facility to all ranks of
policemen in the State for better
communication.
Rao announced increasing

the ex-gratia paid to the families
of the police who die while
performing their duties. The ex-
gratia paid to the kin of the
constables, head constables and
ASI rank officers killed in the
line of duty has been increased
from Rs 25 lakh to Rs 40 lakh,
while it has been increased for
SI rank officers to Rs 45 lakh, ,
Inspectors, DSP and ASP’s – Rs
50 lakh and IPS officials – Rs 1
crore.
“The family members will

also be paid full salaries till
retirement date and housing and
educational needs of their
children will be taken care by

the government. Unlike before,
we will ensure that the ex-gratia
is paid to the family within a
week,” Rao said.
Home Minister Nayani

Narasimha Reddy and Director

General of Police Anurag
Sharma also spoke on the
occasion. Later, all the police
officers and ministers present on
the occasion offered floral
tributes to the martyrs. 
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He was planning to go on
leave after the Independ-
ence Day celebrations on

August 15, 2014 to prepare for
civil services preliminary exams.
But fate had something else in
store for him.
Twenty-six-year old T Eswar

Rao, attached to zonal task force
in Cyberabad police commission-
erate was part of an eight member
decoy team assigned with the task
of catching a fake currency
racket. In fact, the tip off about
the racket was received by none
other than Eswar Rao himself. He
informed the same to higher ups,
who dispatched a team headed by
Sub-Inspector Venkat Reddy to
Shamirpet area on the night of
August 1.
The eight member team in

plain clothes lay in wait at
Shamirpet when the gang armed
with knives and swords arrived
there. However, the gang realized
the danger and unleashed a daring
attack taking the police party for
a surprise.
The criminal gang members

stabbed Eswar Rao and Sub-In-
specto Venkat Reddy inflicting
grievous wounds. The SI man-
aged to open fire from his service
pistol killing one of the members
of the gang, Mustafa, on the spot.
Even as other members of the

gang managed to flee, the injured
police officials were rushed to a
nearby hospital. But Eswar Rao
succumbed on way to hospital.  

A 2011 batch cop, Eswar Rao,
was adventurous and enthusias-
tic. “He was about to take leave
next month to go for coaching, so
that he can appear for the prelim-
inary examinations.,” said his
cousin K. Manmadha Rao. His
friends say that Eswar Rao was a
courageous man, and was always
ready for difficult jobs.
Eswar Rao’s college mates

remember him as a sportsman.
“He was a state level kabaddi
player in the college. He was also
active in Scouts & Guides and

NCC,” said one of his college
mates Chiranjeevi.
Cyberabad police commis-

sioner C.V. Anand had said that
“Eswar Rao got the lead for the
decoy operation and confronted
the gang without any hesitation.”
Higher officials picked him for
the Zonal Task Force, which
comes directly under the Zonal
DCP, as he was very brave. He
had also undergone commando
training, officials said.
The injured Sub-Inspector

Venkat Reddy underwent treat-
ment at a private hospital, while
the leader of fake currency racket
Yellam Goud surrendered before
the police after playing hide and
seek game with the police.
Cyberabad police paid rich

tributes to Eswar Rao on the oc-
casion of Police Commemoration
Day on October 21. The ex-gratia
and financial assistance was
made available to the kin of
Eswar Rao and one of his family
members would get a govern-
ment job. 

Courageous cop dies
in decoy operation

Eswar Rao

Venkat Reddy, SI
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The union government
will build a befitting
National Police

Memorial at an estimated cost of
Rs 50 crore. The government
has allocated the funds in the
current financial year.
“The nation is equally

indebted to the officers and the
jawans of the Police forces,
including the central armed
police forces, who are
constantly engaging with the
enemy within and in the process
sacrificing their lives in the line
of duty,” finance minister Arun
Jaitley had said in his maiden
budget speech.
The National Police

Memorial will be built as a mark
of respect for the brave police
martyrs, who sacrificed their
lives in the line of duty.

It may be recalled on 21st
October every year,
commemoration Parades are
held in all police units as a mark
of respect to brave police
martyrs, who sacrificed their
lives in the line of duty. The
arms are reversed and two
minutes silence is observed in
the honour of the departed souls.
The names of police martyrs of
states, police and paramilitary
forces are read out, to
acknowledge with pride the
supreme sacrifices made by
them.
The history of

commemoration day traces back
to 21st October 1959, when a
patrol of the CRPF, led by DSP
Karam Singh, was ambushed by
the Chinese forces at Hot
Springs in Ladakh. The Chinese
had attacked the Indian patrol
party from a hilltop, killing 10

jawans. The rest were taken
prisoners. The incident shocked
the country and virtually turned
the course of its future
relationship with China.
The bravery and resultant

sacrifice of jawans fighting at
16,000 ft. altitude, in extremely
cold conditions and against all
odds, is an epitome of the rarest
of the rare courage. The
message of the martyrs was
crystal clear - “When you go
home tell them of us that for
their tomorrow we gave our
today.”
Since then, police forces are

making sacrifices to ensure
safety of the society. And the
BJP government’s decision to
honour the sacrifices of the
police personnel by way of
building a befitting a National
Police Memorial is a welcome
measure. 

Rs 50 crore for
National Police Memorial
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# 18-2-45, Near Flyover, Chandrayangutta ‘X’ Roads
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Tirumala Medical, General & Surgicals, Gandhi Hospital.
Tirumala Medical & General Stores,Warasiguda.

Lorven Pharma & Surgicals, Tukaramgate (Institutional Distrubitors)
Lorven Drug House,Warasiguda. Star Healthcare, East Marredpally

Lorven Constructions Pvt. Ltd., Tukaramgate.

Mohammed Ayyub Shad,
M.Sc., M.Ed. (Maths)

Dynamic Federation of Private Schools, A.P
Rd. No. 10, Opp. Income Tax Colony, Banjarahills, Hyderabad - 34
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Recognised by the Govt. of A.P. English Medium - Co Education 
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M. Ramu
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VIKAS HIGH SCHOOL
Recognized by the Govt. of A.P., Estd 1985

Santosh Nagar, Edi-Bazar, Hyderabad - 500 023

Sri V. KOTESWARA REDDY

AMARAVATHI
Group of Institutions

Md. SAYEED MAKKI B.A., M.B.A.,
Chief Administration & Finance
(Executive Board Member, 
Vikas High School)

Email: sayeedmakki@gmail.com
Mobile: 09393879793
Phone: 24510844, 24514570, 

64646550, 64646560
Website: www.vikashighschool.com

Ghalib Residency
All types of Furnished Flats with for Rent

(Only for Family)
Behind Choice Function Hall, VIP Colony, Chandrayangutta

Fly Over Bridge, Hyderabad - 500 005. Telangana

AHMED BIN GHALIB, Prop.
Phone: Off:  3244 4539 Cell: 98855 966647, 98850 91043

ghalibresidency@yahoo.com

SHARADA
J U N I O R  C O L L E G E
12-11-171/1/10/A, Opp Nalla Pochamma Temple, 

Behind Sridevi Nursing Home Lane, 
Namalagundu, Seethaphalmandi, Secunderabad - 061

SEETHAPHALMANDI, SECUNDERABAD
CELL: 90149 68727, 99854 54540

Ph: 040-65797993, Cell: 9246103108, 9177797744
RECORD BREAKING RESULTS RECORD BREAKING RESULTS RECORD BREAKING RESULTS
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KISHAN RAO HOSPITAL
& LAPAROSCOPIC CENTRE

Tilaknagar, Main Road, Hyderabad - 500 044. Ph: 2756 1528
Dr. K. KISHAN RAO

M.B.B.S. (OSM)
D I R E C T O R
REGD. NO. 5890

PANEL DOCTOR FOR MIDHANI

Clinic / Residence
H.NO. 2-2-1167/11/1/A,

TILAKNAGAR MAIN ROAD,
HYDERABAD - 500 044

Suchitra Circle, Medchal Road
Mobile: 9908207070, Tel: 040-27942125

Timings: 12.00 PM to 3.00 PM, 6.30 PM to 10.00 PM

A new era in
Hyderabadi hospitality

3-2-848/1, Station Road, Kachiguda, Hyderabad - 500 027. Telangana
Phone: 040-24743388, Mobile: 8008300465,

E-mail: info@hotelvaishnaoi.co.in
www.hotelvaishnaoi.co.in

We Salute Police Martyrs
Pet Basheerabad Police Station
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Vardhaman Kitchen World
(A HOUSE OF KITCHEN WARE)

# 2-3-724, AMBERPET, HYDERABAD - 500 013
Visit us at www.vmisamrat.com

TIN No. : 28060108703
APGST : SEC/09/02/3891/2002-03
C S T : SEC/09/02/3059/2002-03
w.e.f. Date : 13-4-2002

SIDDHARTH JAIN
Ph: 040-2740 8223

Mobile: 99121 42260

MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLET
(WE DEAL WITH STEEL, BRASS, CROCKERY, PLASTIC

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS AND SMALL APPLIANCES)

We Salute Police Martyrs
MARREDPALLY POLICE STATION

NORTH ZONE
HYDERABAD COMMISSIONRATE 
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TELANGANA
1 SI L. Ramulu
2 Const-5684 N.Basu
3 Const-Ar/6318 T. Eswar Rao

ANDHRA PRADESH
4 Const-884 E. Sudhakar Rao
5 Const-1967 K. Anil Kumar
6 Const M. Jawaharlal Naik

ANDAMAN & NICOBAR ISLANDS
7 Const-091725 Vikram Singh Rana

ARUNACHAL PRADESH
8 HC Neelam Teri
9 HC Kussum Dorjee
10 Const Dingdu Rangradu

BIHAR
11 SI Ajay Kumar
12 SI Radha Krishna Rajak
13 SI Avinash Kumar
14 SI Anil Kumar
15 Havaldar Ashok Kumar A
16 Const-Sap/8856 Hari Narayan Singh
17 Const-Sap/8524 Sanjay Kumar
18 Const-417 Aushuman Kumar
19 Const-Sap/8691 Shivjee Rai
20 Const-Sap/8785 Ashok Kumar
21 Const-60 Rajnish Kumar
22 Const-164 Sanjoy Kumar Kushwaha
23 Const-941 Udai Kumar Yadav
24 Const-524 Bhola Kumar Thakur
25 Const-Sap/8805 Madhukant Jha
26 Home Guard Surendra Singh Yadav

CHATTISGARH
27 SI Vivek Shukla
28 HC-594 Nakul  Ram Dhruva
29 HC-137 Goutham Pandey
30 Const-640 Prem Kumar Prajapathi
31 Const-465 Chabbilal Kanshi
32 Const-116 Dhaneshwar Mandavi
33 Const-575 Sandeep Kumar Yadu

34 Const-279 Naval  Kishore Shandilya
35 Const-1461 Rajuram Hapka
36 Const-53 Mudma Budhram
37 Const-331 Majji Soma
38 Const-739 Pankaj Surya Vanshi
39 Const-465 Rajendra Gayakwad
40 Const-517 Ishu Kumar Pisda
41 Const-673 Aditya Sahu
42 Const-456 Mukesh Sharma
43 Asst.Const-1238 Hemla Masha
44 Asst.Const-694 Roop Singh Thakur
45 Asst.Const-851 Madvi Soma

DELHI
46 Inspector-D/925 Ashok Kumar
47 SI-D/139 Hem Raj
48 HC-908/Dap Ravinder Singh
49 HC-384/Sd (Exe.) Ashok Kumar
50 HC-8/Sw (Exe.) Mahavir Prasad
51 Const-2607/T Parveen Chaudary
52 Const-6712/Dap (Exe.) Vinood Kumar
53 Const-1310/T Mana Ram
54 Const-3822/Sd (Exe.) Bintu
55 Const-2707/W (Exe.) Prahalad Sahai Meena
56 Const-2538/Ne (Exe.) Shiv Raj Singh
57 Const-1413/E (Exe.) Vikas Kumar

GUJARAT
58 Const Aravindbhai Babulal Asari
59 Const A Narshibhai Solanki
60 Const R Pittambarbhai Meniya
61 Asst. Const. P Gjamshymsinh Sotha
62 Asst. Const Dayabhai Dansangji Dharni

HIMACHAL PRADESH
63 ASI Kewal Ram
64 Hhc Ram Krishan
65 HC Uttam Singh
66 HC Ramesh Chand
67 Const Subhash Chand
68 Const Hira Lal

JAMMU & KASHMIR
69 SI (Exk-873163) Syed Abdul Shabir

Sl.No. State/Rank Name (Late) Sl.No. State/Rank Name (Late)

THE NEWS BUREAU

Asmanyas645policepersonnelofdifferentranksacrossthecountrylaid
downtheirlivesinthelineofdutysinceOctober22,2013toOctober21,2014.
Policedepartmentsofrespectivestatespaidrichtributestothemartyrsonthe
occasionofPoliceCommemorationDayonOctober21.

Sacrifices for
better tomorrow
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70 ASI (Exj-786171) Rattan Singh
71 ASI (Exk-966500) Kafil Ahmad Mir
72 HC (Arp-845838) Abdul Hamid
73 HC (Exk-851504) DVRK Nain Singh
74 HC (Exk-901253) Rajinder Singh
75 HC (Arp-921415) Mohammad Maqbool
76 HC (Exk-981637) Mahammad Shafi
77 Const(Exj-976954) Pardeep Jamwal
78 Const (Exk-055949) Riyaz Ahmed
79 Const (Exk-026303) Altaf Ahmad
80 Const (Exj-025854) Shiv Kumar
81 Const(Exk-021791)) Vinod Kumar
82 Const(Arp-076297) Mehraj Uddin
83 Const(Exk-111374) Altaf Ahmad
84 Const(Exk-117596) Mohammad Syed Khan

JHARKHAND
85 Inspector Anand Tirki
86 SI Sunil Soren
87 ASI Ratn Kumar Jayasawal
88 ASI Ramnaresh Singh
89 ASI Hariswar Singh
90 Havaldar Md. Sahim
91 Havaldar Sambhu Kumar
92 Havaldar Surender Singh
93 Const-386 Chandan Kumar
94 Const-976 Prashann Rai
95 Const-705 Michel Murmu
96 Const-515 Raghunandan Jha
97 Const-567 Jay Vijay Sharma
98 Const-2170 Akhilesh Ram
99 Const-271 Chandan Kumar Dube
100 Const-1360 Mukesh Uranv
101 Const-519 Michel Murmur
102 Const-1284 Ravindra Kanjur

KARNATAKA
103 SI Mallikarjuna Bande
104 SI Subhash
105 HC-410 Wilfrod D Costa
106 HC-820 Shesha Rao
107 HC-221 Vannur
108 HC-319 Subeegowda
109 Const-1445 Guruswamy Naik R
110 Const-1805 Vidya Sagar
111 Const-1197 Babu
112 Asst. Const-529 Ajay

KERALA
113 Const-7446 Nishad P S
114 Const-12896 Irshad P T

MADHYA PRADESH
115 Inspector Tejkaran Singh Agar
116 Inspector Sanjay Parasiya
117 Inspector Jitendra Dehariya
118 ASI Narendra Singh Chauhan

MAHARASHTRA
119 ASI Mohan Dinkar Pawar
120 HC-209 Ananda Maruti
121 Const-5302 Satyavan Ganpat Kasanwar
122 Const-1984 Ishant Ramratan Bhure

123 Const-3777 Ravi Kumar Krishtiyya 

SURAMWAR
124 Const-5147 Lalsu Maharu Pungati
125 Const-2222 Roshan Hanmant Dambare
126 Const-3789 Subhash Rajesh Kumre
127 Const-2997 Duryodhan Maroti Naktode
128 Const-2589 Tirupati Gangayya Allam
129 Const-2468 Laxman Kundalikrao Munde
130 Const-2027 Umesh Pandurang Jawale
131 Naik-1211 Ganpat Nevru Madavi
132 Naik-2759 Giridhar Nago Atram
133 Naik-1976 Deepak Rattan Vidhave
134 Naik-2639 Sunil Tukadu Madavi

MANIPUR
135 Havaldar-9202 A S Zetpherone
136 Const-901159 W Rocky Meitei
137 Const-911043 O Rajen Singh

MEGHALAYA
138 Havaldar Dondiram Marak
139 Havaldar Enderson Daimary
140 Const (Bnc-607) Bipul Rabha
141 Const (L) Marshangstar Nongdhar
142 Const (Ubc-36) Rakhi Ch Sangma
143 Const (L-Dfm) Lekychyne Ryngkhlem
144 Const (Bnc-1783) Alphaious Khymdeit
145 Const (Bnc-1836) Rahul R Marak
146 Const (Dcn) Lembartu Suchiang

Nagaland
147 Const-(Ubc) Thibuibo Zeliang

ODISHA
148 Inspector Dilip Kumar Sahoo
149 Havaldar Surya Kanta Rout
150 Const-79 Prakash Kumar Rout
151 Const-206 Maheswar Patra
152 Const-697 Bhagirath Prusty
153 Const (Spo-80) Debenra Dharua

PUNJAB
154 Inspector-288/Pr Sunil Kumar
155 SI-399/Khn(Lr) Iqbal Singh
156 SI-559/R (Lr) Gurcharan Singh
157 SI-775/Pap Mangal Singh
158 ASI-1054/Fzr (Lr) Tarlochan Singh
159 ASI-9/81 (Lr) Tarlochan Singh
160 ASI-5-Irb/158 (Lr) Jagmohan Singh
161 ASI-1718 Ranjit Singh
162 ASI-2643 Avneesh Kumar
163 ASI-2484 Kuldeep Singh
164 ASI-296 Nirmal Singh
165 ASI-2389 Choohar Singh
166 ASI-448/Ttn Malkit Singh
167 ASI-1192/Gsp Rajwinder Singh
168 ASI-1324/Gsp (Lr) Gupal Das
169 ASI-333/Gsp Kuldeep Singh
170 ASI-523/Ttj Paramjit Singh
171 ASI-273/Khanna (Lr) Balwinder Singh
172 ASI-82/60 (Lr) Lachman Singh
173 ASI-31/Moga (Lr) Kulwinder Singh

Sl.No. State/Rank Name (Late) Sl.No. State/Rank Name (Late)
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174 ASI-615/Br Balkar Singh
175 ASI-197/Sgr Nazar Singh
176 ASI-933/Ptl Rohi Ram
177 ASI-589/Kpt Lakhwinder Singh
178 ASI-317/Ldh (Lr) Davinder Singh
179 HC-2794/Asr Shiv Lal
180 HC-828/Sgr Bahadur Singh
181 HC-1567/Asr Jasbir Lal
182 HC-130/Asr Balbir Singh
183 HC-3735/Asr Inder Singh
184 HC-158/Asr Kashmir Singh
185 HC-3698/Asr Major Singh
186 HC-1849/Asr Baldev Singh
187 HC-478/Sms Jarnail Singh
188 HC-1272/Fzr Satnam Singh
189 HC/Pr-1178/R Surinder Singh
190 HC/Pr-1088/R Nikka Singh
191 HC/Pr-5/716 Niraj Kumar
192 HC/Pr-1104/Jull Manmohan Singh
193 HC/Pr-2180/Jull Satnam Singh
194 HC/Pr-142/Sbsn Jagtar Singh
195 HC/Pr-763/Sbsn Naresh Kumar
196 HC/Pr-65/Sbsn Harmesh Kumar
197 HC-1624 Daljit Singh
198 HC-1623 Joginder Singh
199 HC-2730 Harijinder Singh
200 HC-2763 Jasveer Singh
201 HC-1368 Kulwant Singh
202 HC-2526 Jasvir Singh
203 HC-1485 Raghubir Singh
204 HC-762 Naseeb Singh
205 HC-1994 Kuldeep Singh
206 HC-3573 Sukhdev Singh
207 HC-1535 Valaiti Ram
208 HC-960 Paramjit Singh
209 HC-2602 Kuldeep Singh
210 HC-1314 Jaspal Singh
211 HC-617 Hardeep Singh
212 HC-17 Baljit Singh
213 HC-36/500 Charan Singh
214 HC-1922 Gurjit Singh
215 HC-1313 Ramesh Kumar
216 HC-565 Malkit Ram
217 HC-1769 Budh Raj
218 HC-1267 Rajesh Kumar
219 HC-522 Randhir Singh
220 HC-1425 Bahadhur Singh
221 HC-1242 Tirath Singh
222 HC-1920 Surinder Kumar
223 HC-1375 Rajinder Pal
224 HC-1369 Sukhveer Singh
225 HC-513 Jaswinder Singh
226 HC-627 Hardev Singh
227 HC-126 Sudesh Kumar
228 HC-27 Sarwan Singh
229 HC-290 Surender Singh
230 HC-744 Harjinder Singh
231 HC-681 Malkit Singh
232 HC-132 Rashpal Singh
233 HC-1141 Dilbag Singh
234 HC-1836 Gurdeyal Singh
235 HC-459 Jaswinder Singh
236 HC-527 Hira Lal

237 HC-393 Gurjant Singh
238 HC-1419 Sakttar Singh
239 HC-566 Hardev Singh
240 HC-1176 Kashmir Singh
241 HC-1042 Harjit Singh
242 HC-1337 Santhokh Singh
243 HC-1089 Baljinder Singh
244 HC-1006 Davinder Singh
245 HC-1607 Jagir Singh
246 HC-780 Ramesh Kumar
247 HC-1023 Rajpal
248 HC-867 Sohan Singh
249 HC-399 Balvir Singh
250 HC-478 Harminder Singh
251 HC-652 Surjit Singh
252 HC-445 Harwinder Singh
253 HC-877 Joginder Singh
254 HC-660 Amrik Singh
255 HC-1321 Jaskamal Singh
256 HC-195 Sukhdev Singh
257 HC-688 Jaspal Chand
258 HC-95 Raja Singh
259 HC-317 Joginder Singh
260 HC-250 Sukhwinder Singh
261 HC-03 Sukhdev Singh
262 HC-500 Bhittar Singh
263 HC-133 Ravinder Singh
264 HC-292 Beyant Singh
265 HC-624 Satpal Singh
266 HC-80/70 Nirmal Singh
267 HC-80/904 Jaswinder Singh
268 HC-80/546 Lakwinder Singh
269 HC-80/657 Surender Pal
270 HC-75/691 Rajinder Singh
271 HC-189 Narinder Singh
272 HC-815 Harjinder Singh
273 HC-900 Ekamkar Singh
274 HC-489 Surjit Singh
275 HC-106 Lakwinder Singh
276 HC-1457 Pawan Kumar
277 HC-1718 Karamjit Singh
278 HC-1602 Guenam Singh
279 HC-1105 Gurbhej Singh
280 HC-1036/Ptl Davinder Singh
281 HC-445 Paramjit Singh
282 HC-715 Gurnam Singh
283 HC-1485 Hardial Singh
284 HC-1500 Satwinder Singh
285 HC-1383 Baljinder Singh
286 HC-1454 Jaspal Masih
287 HC-884 Kashmir Singh
288 HC-25 Jaswant Singh
289 HC-2036 Karamjit Singh
290 HC-1815 Jatinder Kumar
291 HC-650 Balwinder Kumar
292 HC-1201 Pawan Kumar
293 HC-976 Balwinder Singh
294 HC-4-C/31 Harminder Singh
295 HC-538 Gopal
296 HC-630 Bhoma Singh
297 HC-2310 Bhupinder Singh
298 HC-1998 Balvir Singh
299 HC-2653 Ajit Singh
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300 HC-2374 Balwinder Singh
301 HC-588 Ashok Kumar
302 HC-1549 Jagtar Singh
303 HC-27/920 Surjit Singh
304 HC-9/38 Ravi Kumar
305 HC-810 Gurtej Singh
306 HC-279 Darshan Singh
307 HC-840 Jaspal Singh
308 HC-1591/Gsp Jaspal Singh
309 HC-1631/Gsp Harjinder Singh
310 HC-426/Gsp Balwant Singh
311 Sr.Const-5/Irb/628 Rajbir Singh
312 Sr.Const-4/Irb/258 Jaidev Raj
313 Sr.Const-4/Irb/210 Swarn Singh
314 Sr.Const-4/Irb/803 Mewa Singh
315 Sr.Const-934 Gurmeet Singh
316 Sr.Const-82/669 Gurmel Singh
317 Sr.Const-82/248 Mangal Singh
318 Sr.Const-82/623 Gurmel Singh
319 Sr.Const-267 Jasbir Singh
320 Sr.Const-75/691 Harbhagwan Singh
321 Sr.Const-75/882 Rajinder Kumar
322 Sr.Const-404 Pradeep Kumar
323 Sr. Const-1101 Angrej Singh
324 Const-204/Pr (A/Comnd)Tarsem Lal
325 Const-2/Irb/672 Baldev Singh
326 Const-2/Irb/287 Ravinder Singh
327 Const-9/859 Ranjit Singh
328 Const-13/622 Sarabjit Singh
329 Const-9/15-C (Cook) Harmeet Singh
330 Const-3165/Ldh Sukhdev Singh
331 Const-3707/Ldh Chandeer Shekhar
332 Const-3668/Ldh Raj Kumar
333 Const-36/625 Malkit Singh
334 Const-36/375 Avatar Singh
335 Const-36/726 Gopal Singh
336 Const-1361/Hpr Vivek Poori
337 Const-918/Hpr Paramjit Singh
338 Const-1753/Ttn Hardeep Singh
339 Const-1225/Jull ® Lovedeep Singh
340 Const-190/Khanna Sikandar Singh
341 Const-249/Fgs (Lady) Jasvir Kaur
342 Const-1111/Fgs Jasmeer Singh
343 Const-651/Fgs Mohinder Singh
344 Const-562/Bnl Gurjeet Singh
345 Const-80/657 Gurmeet Singh
346 Const-7/Irb/422 Gurmeet Singh
347 Const-80/502 Deepak Raj
348 Const-80/792 Paramjeet Singh
349 Const-1306/Moga Jagwinder Singh
350 Const-580/Asr/R Shivkaran Singh
351 Const-2075/Bta Bhupinder Singh
352 Const-804/Apt Amarjit Singh
353 Const-27/787 Gurpreet Singh
354 Const- (Malli) Ram Bohar
355 Const (Mochi) Ram Kumar
356 Const (Sweeper) Dharm Pal
357 Const (Cook) Joginder Singh
358 Const (Cook) Gurdev Singh

RAJASTHAN
359 ASI Om Prakash
360 ASI Rajesh Kumar Meena

361 HC-167 Chiranji Lal

TAMIL NADU
362 HC-2262 G Kanagaraj

UTTARAKHAND
363 HC-146 Anil Kumar
364 HC-4028 Prem Chandra Sati
365 HC-548 Mahendra Singh Bhandari
366 HC (Fire) Chandan Ram
367 HC-47 Narayan Singh Tomkyal
368 HC-14 Virender Lal
369 HC-68 Vikram Singh
370 HC-82 Bhajan Ram
371 HC-46 Amar Singh Rawat
372 Const-234 Surendra Singh
373 Const-685 Kailash Varma
374 Const Shasiya Ray
375 Const-58 Ajeet Pratap Singh
376 Const-3655 Jeevan Kumar
377 Const Jitendra Singh
378 Const (Fire) Pawan Kumar

UTTAR PRADESH
379 Inspector Mahendra Pal Singh
380 Inspector Kushal Pal Singh
381 Inspector Sanjay Bajpai
382 Inspector Shiv Kumar Gupta
383 Si (M) Steno Bhagawan Baksha Singh
384 Si (M) Steno Ashok Kumar Pandey
385 Si (M) Vijay Kumar Srivastava
386 Si (CP) Gyan Singh
387 Si (CP) Munna Lal Uttam
388 Si (Liu) Anupam Sharma
389 Si (CP) Ramakant
390 Si (Radio) Ravindra Kumar
391 Si (CP) Tek Chandra Bharti
392 Si (CP) Rajistar Pal Singh
393 Si (CP) Bhagwan Shankar
394 Si (CP) V/S Karan Singh
395 Si (CP) V/S Veer Pal Singh
396 Si (CP) V/S Rajpal Singh
397 Si (CP) V/S Rajendra Singh
398 ASI (M) Md Abbas
399 ASI (M) Ved Pal Singh Bhati
400 ASI (M) Dharmendra Singh Yadav
401 HC-179 (CP) Rajendra Bharti
402 HC-78 (CP) Rakesh Kumar
403 HC-258 (CP) Kali Charan
404 HC-393 (CP) Vinod Kumar Singh
405 HC-201 (CP) Divan Tabrej Khan
406 HC Pratap Narayan
407 HC (CP) Harishchandra Tripati
408 HC-489 (CP) Satyapal Singh
409 HC (CP) Rajveer Singh
410 HC-149(CP) Hari Shankar
411 HC- (CP) Shyam Babu Naresh
412 HC-129(CP) Harpal Singh
413 HC-216(CP) Ramnath Dinkar
414 Const (CP)-134 Veer Singh
415 Const (CP)-158 Sunil Kumar
416 Const (CP)-1057 Shailesh Kumar Yadav
417 Const (CP)-1278 Sanjay Singh Yadav
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418 Const (CP)-1012 Yagesh Kumar
419 Const (CP)-2025 Md. Tarik
420 Const (CP)-1058 Dinesh Pratap
421 Const (CP)-540 Giriraj Kishore
422 Const (CP)-65 Mahesh Singh
423 Const (CP) Baladeen
424 Const (CP)-1422 Multan Singh
425 Const (CP)-194 Rajesh Kumar
426 Const (CP)-653 Yatendra Singh
427 Const (CP) Shyam Babu
428 Const (CP) Devmuni Dubey
429 Const (CP)-2973 Jitendra Kumar
430 Const (CP)-2567 Rajendra Prasad Rai
431 Const (CP)-3004 Jagdish Yadav
432 Const (CP)-492 Shivji Upadhyay
433 Const (CP)-339 Dinesh Kumar Singh
434 Const (CP)-631 Ashok Kumar Yadav
435 Const (CP)-712 Dinesh Kumar Mishra 
436 Const (CP) Lallan Singh Yadav
437 Const (CP) Ravindra Nath Singh
438 Const (CP) Siyaram Yadav
439 Const (CP) Trilok Nath Singh
440 Const (CP)-478 Naveen Chaudhary
441 Const (CP)-170 Akhilesh Kumar Mishra
442 Const (CP) Ram Avtar
443 Const (CP) Umakant Prasad
444 Const (CP)-509 Brajpal Singh
445 Const (CP)-193 Samarpal Singh
446 Const (CP)-867 Rakesh Kumar
447 Const (CP)-1385 Tula Ram
448 Const (CP)-955 Sushil Kumar
449 Const (CP)-392 Virendra Kukmar Bhati
450 Const (CP)-879 Subash Chandra 
451 Const (CP)-187 Dharmendra Kumar
452 Const (CP)-1814 Amar Pal Yadav
453 Const (CP)-418 Alimuddin
454 Const (CP)-204 Devendra Kumar
455 Const (Ap)-76 Ramesh Chandra
456 Const (CP) Jagveer Singh
457 Const (CP)-687 Kunvar Pal Singh
458 Const (CP)-674 Vinod Kumar
459 Const (CP)-915 Ram Veer Singh
460 Const (CP) Subah Singh
461 Const (Pac) Ambika Yadav
462 Const (Ap)-38 Netrapal Singh
463 Const (CP)-1733 Pradeep Kumar
464 Const (CP)-1686 Sunil Kumar
465 Const (CP)-2454 Pawan Kumar
466 Const (CP)-420 Indar Singh
467 Const (CP)-1278 Khalik Ahmad
468 Const (CP)-21 Shyam Singh
469 Const (CP)-589 Kamlesh Babu
470 Const (CP)-505 Dinesh Chandra
471 Const (CP)-915 Ramveer Singh
472 Const (CP)-16 Prem Pal Singh
473 Const (CP)-654 Anil Kumar
474 Const (Liu) Ramveer Singh
475 Const (CP)-325 Sarvesh Singh
476 Const (CP)-252 Jitendra Singh
477 Const (CP)-37 Suresh Chandra
478 Const (CP)-810 Satyendra Singh
479 Const (CP)-164 Vrijendra Singh Parihaar
480 Const (Ap)-469 Rajendra Singh

481 Const (CP)-1337 Kamal Singh
482 Const (Ap)-516 Surendra Singh
483 Const (CP)-4776 Virendra Singh
484 Const (CP)-151 Ashok Kumar Yadav
485 Const (CP) Brijesh  Yadav
486 Const Fariuddin
487 Const Deena Nath  Pandey
488 Const Rajendra Singh
489 Const - (Liu) Ashok Kumar
490 Const -(Ap) Surendra Kumar  Yadav
491 Const -(Ap)-185 Vikram  Pratap
492 Const (CP) Jawahar  Lal
493 Const (CP) Surendra Kumar
494 Const (CP) Rajkumar Tiwari
495 Const (CP) Kunwar Bahadur Singh
496 Const (CP)-531 Om Shankar
497 Const (CP) Harinath Maurya
498 Const (CP)-169 Balveer Singh
499 Const (Driver) Rampal Singh
500 Const (Driver) Rajendra Singh
501 Const (Driver) Indrajeet Ray
502 Const (Driver) Virendra Pal Singh
503 Const (Driver) Chandra Pal Sharma
504 Const (CP)-1333 (Mahila) Somavati

WEST BENGAL
505 SI Amit Chakraborty
506 SI(Ub) Kaushik Kanti Nandi
507 ASI (Ub)-978 Dulal Chatterjee
508 Const-456 Golam Mustafa
509 Const-941 Tapash Kumat Mishra
510 Const-1232 Chandradip Nayek
511 Const-424 Ram Nath Mahato
512 Const-164 Sk Sadre Alam
513 Const-1222 Enayet E Sobhan Md.
Khorshed
514 Const-126 Sahadev Murmu
515 Const-804 Hashibur Rahaman Khan
516 Const-2192 Sanjib Kumar Das
517 Const-637 Sumanta Halder
518 Const-(Pd 737) Gopal Dutta Nadia
519 Const-1697 Pravar Kumar Bhalla
520 Const-(Rfn-6694) Mahesh Kumar Kachari
521 Naik-7424 Sukmin Mall
522 Home Guard-3791 Birendra Nath  Halder

BSF
523 Inspector-50090707 Anand Mohan Mishra
524 Inspector-811210201 Rati  Ram
525 Si-123512361 Dharmendhra Nonia
526 ASI-860015783 Surendra Singh
527 ASI-860019415 Babu  Lal
528 ASI-860011079 Tikka Singh
529 ASI/RM-124400902 Om Prakash
530 ASI/RM-811210201 Rudal Yadav
531 HC-88255207 Karan Singh
532 HC-890068393 Ranbir Singh
533 HC/Ro-971060087 Mukesh Kumar Meena
534 HC-90755231 Md. Ayub Nabi
535 HC/Na-891315508 Hoshiar Singh Yadav
536 HC-88944626 Rohtash Singh
537 HC-902982525 Gt Smunder
538 HC-880322672 Subedar Yadav
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539 Const-110000608 Sunil Kumar
540 Const-21220034 Suahis Biswas
541 Const-121011460 Pk Yadav
542 Const-113655463 Uraj Pradhan
543 Const-110057235 Sandeep Kumar
544 Const-10255656 Jitendra Singh
545 Const/Wc-873100018 A Sunesh
546 Const/Wm-952870058 Maninder Kumar
547 Const-911270167 Ajad Singh
548 Const-021465910 T Sashi Kumar
549 Const-060520049 Dimple Kumar
550 Const-020097615 K R Srinivasa Rao
551 Const-10156385 Dhaneshwar Kumar
552 Const-124203628 Bilal Ahmad Bhat
553 Const-111728491 Safiulla Quazi
554 Const-990038690 Ram Chander Kachhave
555 Const-06005092 Sandeep Kumar
556 Const-961299802 Kishori Lal
557 Const-986339158 Sanjay Narker
558 Const-113991310 Lotaker Nitin Nandev
559 Const/Wc-750020237 Bhikam Singh
560 Cons/Wm-010075720 Sanjay Dhar
561 Const-11040958 Surender Kumar
562 Const-990098498 P  Ishwar Rao
563 Const-11411044 Hardeep Singh
564 Ac-10802106 Jc Pandey

CBI
565 Const Desh Raj
566 Const Pm Tirkey

CISF
567 Inspector Guru Pada Sheet
568 ASI-804370116 Irshad Ahmed
569 HC-882292074 Nirmal Ruidas
570 HC-843040056 Dibakar Nayak
571 Const-922297939 Jaibir Singh
572 Const-097344524 Pawar Amul Murlidhar
573 Const-113150108 Mohd. Jaffer

CRPF
574 Commandant N.Sadanandan
575 Dy.Comdt-6984 Mohd Nehal Alam
576 Dy.Comdt-6097 Indrajit Singh
577 Inspector-5005 Hira Kumar Jha
578 Insp-811160208 Subhash Chandra
579 Insp-115280833 Tilak Raj Singh
580 Insp-811120509 N K Roy
581 ASI-830735961 Man Mohan
582 ASI-831290142 J Kanti Bhai
583 ASI-811120509 Udit Narayan
584 HC-913095247 V Climond Joseph
585 HC-921121385 Pradeep Kumar Mirdha
586 HC-1115280976 Lakhbir Singh
587 HC-913098318 Some Gowda
588 HC-910720121 Ravindra Kumar Rai
589 HC-913107949 M Obalesu
590 HC-921190921 Sita Ram
591 Const-060042375 Santosh Kumar Singh
592 Const-971111381 Mahesh Kumar Barhadiya
593 Const-105041702 Pradeep Ghana
594 Const-041662202 Madan Lal Aahkey
595 Const-035100231 Amitava Mishra

596 Const-060720523 Dilip Kumar
597 Const-041686566 Diganta Bayan
598 Const-115317309 Badal Roy
599 Const-031446206 Raju Raut
600 Const-065137712 Faizul Haque
601 Const-065060789 Manoj Kumar Bareth
602 Const-941111526 Nahar Singh
603 Const-035280872 Somnath Rathore
604 Const-041726415 Neeraj Kumar
605 Const-041741057 Kaushal Kishore Dohare
606 Const-115178622 Binod Yadav
607 Const-041584808 T Punna Rao
608 Const-041587844 Pawan Kumar
609 Const-055142222 G Narisimha
610 Const-115205699 Ranvir Singh
611 Const-105310016 Chanra Kant Ghosh
612 Const-115203713 Dhiraj Kumar Singh
613 Const-041756709 Pushpa Rajan N
614 Const-095120476 Patel Jignesh Kumar
615 Const-041660932 Hs Kushwah 
616 Const-041660707 Nek Pal

ITBP
617 Asst.Commdt-111111254Saurab Awasthi
618 Asst.Commdt-1111112982 Khoto Yhokha H
619 Insp-830100224 Ram Pratap Singh
620 Insp-020240113 Jitendra Singh
621 ASI-880161225 Kuldeep Singh
622 HC-9002211702 Ishwar Singh
623 HC-010210088 Dharmveer Mukhi
624 HC/Ro-077013344 Pawan Sharma
625 HC-870040328 Bhola Singh
626 HC-840050292 Rukam Singh
627 Const-020131476 Sashi Kumar

NCB
628 Const-78002631 Gorakh Prasad

NIA
629Const/Driver Debajit Chaliha

RPF
630 ASI A N Pandey
631 HC M Purdhavi Rao
632 HC H O Shiravalaiah
633 HC Uttam Kumar Barai
634 HC Krishan Singh
635 HC Dinesh Pandey
636 HC Jamyong Chakdor
637 HC Ompal Singh
638 HC Nagendra Rai
639 Const Pradeep 
640 Ipf P J George
641 Sipf Hitendra Kumar Bagadiya
642 Sipf Keshav Mohan Sandeep

SPG
643 Sa-A405667v Uttam Singh Chouhan

SSB
644 Const-0481377 Anil Kumar
645 Const-050260245 Nakul  Ch. Medhi
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One more Police
Commemoration Day. It
is with pride we

remember the gallant policemen
who embraced death while
protecting the society from
lawbreakers and delinquents.
They ventured into the wild to
flush out the ultras, they faced
and wiped out organized crime
gangs, they fearlessly confronted
terrorists who wanted to create
unrest in the country… and in
the bold and dedicated battle
against the instruments of evil, to
ensure peaceful and protected
lives for the common man,
hundreds of them fell to the
enemies’ bullets. 
And every year on October

21, we observe ‘Police Martyrs’
Day to remember the policemen
who laid down their lives for the
society and to pay tributes to the
departed souls, also to express
our compassion to their shattered
families. 
And there is a reason the

Indian police force chose this
date to observe the ‘Police
Commemoration Day’.  Here is
the history: 
A troop of Central Reserve

Police Force (CRPF) was
assigned to keep vigil at Aksai
Chin in Ladakhon Indo-Chinese
border. On an extremely chilly
day, on October 21 in 1951,
when ten CRPF personnel were
on duty, a large number of
Chinese soldiers barged into
Indian territory. The ten brave
policemen who were guarding
the territory fought back with all
their might and resolve, till they
fell dead for protecting our soil. 
This was the first incident

where Indian police sacrificed
their lives for the country.
Following this, top police brass
from all over the country
gathered on January 9, 1960 and
decided to observe October 21 as
‘Police Martyrs’ Memorial Day.
Since then October 21 has been
observed as ‘Police
Commemoration Day’. On this
day, we remember all police
personnel who died while
fighting for the country and pay
tribute to them and extend
compassion to their families. 
Service: The duty of a

policeman calls for a lot of work
and energy. Unlike others, a
policeman has to work 24 hours

a day and without them, the
society cannot live fearlessly and
peacefully. 
From big shots to common

people, everybody needs a
policeman’s help round the
clock. A policeman is the
primary face of the government.
If the military fightsagainst
external factors, the police have
to fight against internal factors
and protect the society and the
countrymen. They are the people
who save properties from getting
vandalized in the hands of
others. 
Keeping watch of things

with a hawk’s eye and protecting
society from anti-social elements

Our policemen do not have time to spend with family. They do not enjoy
weekends and parties. While the entire world celebrates some festival or the
other, they keep vigil to prevent untoward incidents. They even sacrifice their

lives. Yet they are looked down upon by the so-called civilised society

Police martyrs,
our Fallen Heroes

M. MAHENDAR REDDY
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is their responsibility.
Maintaining law and order and
brining criminals to book and
teaching them discipline are part
of their duties. Police are
sacrificing their livesin order to
protect the country from internal
anti-social elements and riots.
The society wants policemen to
be kind, disciplined and serveit
24 hours a day and that is what
we exactly do. 
Sacrifice: When the world

sleeps, the policemenkeep

awake. An alert policeman is the
one who takes care of the
general public. Defying hot
summers, terrible downpours
and chilling winters, a
policeman tries to keep the law
and order in place. He is always
ready to sacrifice his life for the
security of the county and his
countrymen. It is our duty to be
compassionate and give respect
to the departed souls and their
families. When compared to the
deaths of military personal in

protecting the country from
foreign forces, the number of
policeman dying while
protecting the society and its
people is three times high. And,
unfortunately, they remain
unsung heroes forever.
I pay homage to all my

fellow policemen who lied down
their lives to save the society
from evil forces and extremists. 

(The author is the
Commissioner of Police,

Hyderabad)
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THE NEWS BUREAU

Cyberabad Police Commissioner C
V Anand has said the families of
those police personnel killed in the

line of duty would be provided with all
assistance.
He paid rich tributes to the police

martyrs on the occasion of Police
Commemoration Day at the Martyrs
Memorial in Cyberabad on October 21.
Addressing the gathering later, Anand said
police personnel would always be at the
forefront in maintaining law and order.

The invaluable sacrifices made by the
police personnel for the society cannot be
forgotten, Anand said and consoled the
families of the police personnel – Eswar
Rao, Saidaiah, Sailoo, Rajeshwar Rao and
Jameel – who laid down their lives in the
line of duty.
The police commissioner gave away

certificates for the winners of various
competitions conducted on the occasion of
Police Commemoration Day.
Earlier, Sub-Inspector A Nagamallu

and his team performed for the gathering
with their songs on martyrs.

Police sacrifices
are invaluable
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Innovation of wheel has madetransportation easier and
resulted in the outbreak of

industrial revolution. But the
wheel in the form of push carts to
heavy vehicles on the roads of
Hyderabad is leading to traffic
congestion with the fixed
carriage way of 9% which is very
meager when compared to other
metros.
Hyderabad is growing in

leaps and bounds with the
invention of information
technology. The diversity of

traffic is in transit regularly on
the roads of Hyderabad causing
health disorders among the
traffic police personnel who
strive to regulate the traffic from
dawn to dusk.
The percentage of

Chlorofluorocarbons, commonly
known as CFCs, present in
environment is increasing by the
day with the increase in vehicular
traffic leading to gradual reduce
in the life span of traffic police
personnel. Yet, the traffic police
go unrecognized and the

personnel posted on traffic duties
feel theirs is a thankless job.
Moreover, traffic personnel

are cursed by many for the traffic

Traffic
cops, real

heroes

JITENDER, IPS
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snarls caused on the roads due to
lapses of other departments.
Traffic police personnel strive to
clear the water logging, remove
the fallen trees and fill the pits on
the roads to ensure free flow of
traffic in adverse climatic
conditions, though it is not their
job.  But neither the society nor
the media recognizes the
problems of the traffic personnel.
Further, the bifurcation of the

state has multiplied the number
of VIPs in the jurisdiction of
Hyderabad and Secunderabad

with the reduced carriage way
due to metro rail project. This has
made the life of traffic police
personnel miserable, but they
never lose their cool and instead
exhibit their patience in
regulating the traffic for long
hours.  In the process, traffic
personnel are deprived of
physical and mental rest and
vacation.
Traffic police has taken up

the onus of saving the lives of
individuals by covering the
manholes on the roads, removing
fallen electric wires and clearing
the road for ambulances. Also,
accidents are reduced through
stringent enforcement against
drunken driving and other traffic
violations. Thus, traffic
personnel are proving to be life
saving angels, while their own
life span is reducing gradually
because of air and noise pollution
and adverse climatic conditions
they work.
However, traffic police

personnel are visualized in a
negative manner due to strict
enforcement drives meant to save
the lives of commuters. To

overcome this hurdle and to
uphold the brand image of
Hyderabad, city police has
introduced people friendly
policing and non contact
enforcement, non enforcement
during peak hours, no
enforcement at junctions,
introduction of proper signage at
the place of enforcement and
introduction of body worn.
The police personnel are

being sensitized and the violators
are being brought to book
without confrontation. Also, road
engineering aspects such as
improving traffic signaling
system is in the last stage of
completion and the traffic police
is planning to bring all the
junctions under electronic
surveillance with which the
citizens will become more
responsible and law abiding so
that accidents and casualties will
be reduced and will enable the
city of Hyderabad to be safe and
smart.

(The author is Additional
Commissioner of Police,

Hyderabad)
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They deserve
medals for gallantry

D. BAL REDDY

Whilemanyofficerswhojustpassinstructionsfromtheirair-conditioned
officestotheground-levelpersonnelduringcombingoperationsmanageto
getgallantrymedals,thosewhofalltothebulletswhilefightingtheextremists
oftengounrecognized.FourseniorofficersintheannalsofAndhraPradesh
police,wholaiddowntheirlivesinthelineofduty,areknownfortheirvalour
andtheirconcernforthepolicepersonnelandthesocietyasawhole.
ThefourfallenheroesareKSVyas,ParadesiNaidu,ChadalawadaUmesh
ChandraandGKrishnaPrasad.WhileKrishnaPrasadwasassassinatedby
Islamicfundamentalists,theotherthreeofficerswerekilledbytheleftwing
extremists.Unfortunately,nonofthefourofficialswasgivenanymedolfor
gallantry.Itistimetheauthoritiesconcernedtakestepstorecognisetheir
valourandpresentmedalsforgallantry,posthumously.

Vyas was on the top of the left wing extremists’ hit list
because the elite anti-naxalite unit Greyhounds was his
brainchild and the Maoists feared the outfit the most.

Sensing the growing menace of Maoists, Vyas came up with
the idea of starting a specialised force to deal with them since the
local police were in no way capable of fighting the armed
guerrillas.
Steps were taken to start the specialised combat force –

Greyhounds - in the year 1989. The name of Greyhounds was
changed to Special Security Force (SSF) and its services were
utilised for various other purposes as some people in the administration tried to play spoilsport.
Subsequently, the founder of Greyhounds, Vyas was assassinated by the Naxalites when he was

jogging at the LB Stadium along with his wife Aruna Vyas on January 27, 1993. He was the first IPS
officer to be killed by Naxalites. Later, the Greyhounds was revived with full vigour and a specialised
intelligence cell named the Special Intelligence Bureau (SIB) was created to help Greyhounds locate the
target. The Greyhounds and the SIB together caused irreparable losses to the left-wing extremists forcing
them to run away from the state.
A senior IPS officer who worked as the director general of National Security Guards (NSG) says,

“Today Andhra Pradesh police is aware of each and every movement of Maoists in the country. It is due
to this reason, the entire nation is looking to Greyhounds for help in purging Maoists.”

KS VYAS
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Additional
Superintendent of
Police G Krishna Prasad

was shot to death along with his
gunman Venkateswar Rao on
November 29, 1992 by ISI
sponsored terrorist module.
Prasad had gone to search a

house following inputs about
some terrorists hiding in a house
at Brindavan Colony in
Tolichowki area of Old city.
The courageous officer did

not know that the terrorists were
armed with automatic rifles like
Kalashnikovs. He knocked at the
door when two unsuspecting
girls opened the door and tried to
prevent Krishna Prasad from
making his way into the house.
In the meantime, the

terrorists opened fire with the
automatic rifles killing Krishna

Prasad and his gunman
instantaneously.
However, the valour of

Krishna Prasad and his gunman
did not go in vain. Since Krishna
Prasad opened fire from his
service pistol in reply to the

gunfire from AK56 rifle, the
girls received some bullet
wounds and came to a hospital
for treatment but were caught.
Subsequently, they were
interrogated and the terror
module was neutralised.

Umesh Chandra was a courageous and sincere IPS officer
known for his great leadership qualities, effective
management skills and humanitarian outlook. He

commanded unquestioned loyalty and respect from his colleagues.
He took keen interest in addressing the problems of the police
personnel at home front. He ensured that basic facilities such as
water and power connections and road facility were provided for the
residential colonies of the police personnel.
While working as the Superintendent of Police, he organised

flood relief operations in Kadapa district, without the support of any
NGO or the government. He also founded Warangal Police Jagruthi
Brundam to dissuade the left wing extremists from wrong path.

Umesh Chandra worked hard to curb the Maoist menace wherever he worked. He conducted some of the
best operations in the annals of AP Police history to curb the Maoist menace. But, Umesh Chandra was
shot dead by Maoists on a busy Hyderabad road on September 4, 1999 in broad daylight, allegedly due
to lack of proper security.

UMESH CHANDRA

G KRISHNA PRASAD
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The dynamic IPS officer was the Superintendent of Police
for Mahbubnagar district when he was killed by the left
wing extremists on November 13, 1993.

On the fateful day, Paradesi Naidu reached Kolhapur and
headed towards Somasila with limited manpower to visit the
forest guest house blown up and one RTC bus set on fire by the
Maoists.
The SP spoke to villagers after inspecting the crime scene

and appealed to the people not to extend cooperation to the
Maoists. Later, the SP and other police personnel started their
return journey. Within no time, there was a deafening sound of
explosion. The bus in which the SP and other personnel were
travelling was blown off and it went up in the air coming in
contact with the live high power cables resulting in electric short
circuit.
While the injured police personnel were still in shock, the

Maoists opened gunfire asking the cops to surrender. But Paradesi Naidu, a courageous man he was,
instilled confidence in the minds of his personnel, though he himself was paralysed due to loss of both
his limbs. The SPs words worked wonders and those who were in a position to handle weapons retaliated.
The pitched battle went on for two hours until reinforcements came. However, Paradesi Naidu, bled to
death by the time the gunfight was over. (The author is Senior Journalist)

G PARADESI NAIDU

 Chah Nahin Mai SurBala Ke
Gehnon Mein Guntha Jaaon
Chah Nahin Premi Mala Mein
Bindh, Pyari Ko Lalchaon

Chah Nahin Samraton Ke
Shav Par, He Hari Dala Jaaon
Chah Nahin Devon Ke Sar Par
Chadhon, Bhagya Par Itraoon

Mujhey Tod Lena Banmali,
Us Path Par Tum Dena Phaink
Matra Bhoomi Per Sheesh Chadhaney,
Jis Path Jaayen Veer Anek
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GREYHOUNDS:
The elite commando Force

MOHSIN BIN HUSSAIN AL - KASARY

The elite commando force, a brainchild
of slain IPS officer K S Vyas, was
raised in 1989 with the main objective

of dealing effectively with the left wing
extremism.
The commando force, with the help of

inputs given by the Special Intelligence
Bureau (SIB), has been able to chase away
the Maoists from the state and still keeps the
outlaws at bay.
Today, Greyhounds academy imparts

commando training for police personnel from
the Maoist affected states in fighting the
outlaws. But the Greyhounds does not recruit

Today police are aware of each and every movement of Maoists
in the country. It is due to this reason, the entire nation is looking

to Greyhounds for help in purging Maoists
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personnel directly. It only takes
personnel on deputation from other
units, mainly from APSP after testing
their strengths. The state's
paramilitary force, APSP, is the main
feeding unit for the Greyhounds.
The selected personnel aged less

than 25 years would be given
commando training to fight Maoists
in the thick jungles. The Greyhounds
training is very tough and very
effective that even paramilitary
forces, police forces from other
states and even neighbouring
countries are sending select
personnel for training at the
Greyhounds academy.
The Greyhounds commandos are

deployed in jungles after analysing
the intelligence inputs and in perfect
coordination with the district police
units to function through local police
in specific situations.
Greyhounds commandos also

provide security cover for VIPs and
VVIPs, besides helping local police
in times of grave law and order
troubles and natural calamities.
Greyhounds commandos have

been making enormous sacrifices.
Despite tough training, its
commandos face various health
problems, particularly viral fevers
and knee joint pains because of the
terrain in which they work.
As many as 57 Greyhounds

personnel had been killed in the line
of duty so far. Of this, 36 personnel
were killed in just one incident at
Balimela, in the state of Odisha.

The Greyhounds is trying to
erase the unfortunate incident from
the memory and ensure maximum
welfare measures for its commandos.
Currently, Greyhounds is headed by
Additional Director General of
Police JV Ramudu.

(The author is a
Correspondent with The News

magazine)
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We Salute Police Martyrs

We Salute Police Martyrs
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G. SRINIVAS

Khaki-clad, baton-
wielding, fiendish and
most often a fear-

inducing clan – that is what
police for the children of lesser
gods. Extorting, intimidating and
waiting for a chance to fleece the
common man – that is what
police for the middle class. Tail-
wagging, submissive, corrupt
and ready to do anything for a
fast buck – that is what police for
the rich. But, no one understands
the real police, despite living

without fear even in the most
adverse situation, thanks to the
unnoticed presence of dedicated,
ready-to-die-for-the-society lot –
the ones who relinquished their
little personal pleasures for the
well being of society.
On the occasion of Police

Martyrs’ Day, popularly known
as Police Commemoration Day,
on October 21, I remember a
small incident that happened way
back in 80’s in Chennai city,
known as Madras those days. A
runaway kid in his teenage was
cycling on the busy roads in front

of the Chennai Central Railway
Station, as part of some errands
he had to run. The country boy,
an ugly urchin, who was not
familiar with the city and road
rules, was cycling in the wrong
route.
A constable pulled him up

and took him aside. The cop
started volleying questions and
the little boy started weeping.
After much persuasion, the boy
revealed his identity and told the
policeman that he ran away from
home  and was working in a tea
stall near Madras Central Jail.

On the occasion of Police Martyrs’ Day, let’s remember the valiant
policemen who laid down their lives in the line of duty. Let’s pay

tribute to all the brave and fallen heroes!

Give them their due

Police facing violent mob at OU campus
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The good man (the boy
always feared a policeman more
than the demon, because he grew
up as a child way back in mid-
seventies) took him to the place
where he was working and spoke
to his employer.  The boy was
sent back to his native place in a
train with the proper advice not
to repeat the same and to study
further in some way. The boy
went back, did some odd works
in his own village and attended
classes. After the incident, there
were so many incidents in his life
when he had to confront police –
from constable to commissioner.
And he understood the pain the
police have to undergo in the
process of keeping the society
safe and the sacrifices they have
to do. That little boy happens to
be this author who till now
watches police with awe and
respect from afar. Being a
mainstream journalist, there were

uncomfortable confrontations
with police of lesser ranks, but
this author knows the trials and
tribulations of a sincere
policeman, be it a constable or
the top cop in the state.
Now, a little history of

Andhra Pradesh (AP) Police.
Though the Indian Police Act,
Act-V, came into being way back
in 1861, the actual AP Police
force was born out of the
integration of two separate police
forces - the police force of the ex-
Andhra state and that of the
Telangana area in the erstwhile
Hyderabad state. In the
beginning, the police force was
sheer instrument of terror used
by the governments. But times
changed and so did the police. It
was when the erstwhile
Hyderabad state was reeling
under a tremulous socio-political
situation in the nineteenth
century, two police forces  - the

former Andhra police and the
police in the Deccan – were put
together to form Andhra Pradesh
Police.
Later, when Andhra Pradesh

was formed as a separate state on
the linguistic basis in November
1956, the Andhra Pradesh Police
became a separate entity. From
what began with the ‘police
action’ in September 1948 that
helped the army to integrate
Hyderabad state into Indian
Union, the saga of police action
continues with a lot of ups and
downs till date.
Now AP police is over one

lakh strong force serving 90
million people  spread over
2,75,000 sq. kms. With having
1,585 police stations spread over
23 districts and four
commissionerates, AP police
have 15 battalions of special
armed police, a well-trained and
equipped Grey Hounds unit, a

Traffic police on duty during heavy rain
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premier training academy, a
forensic science laboratory and
many more such establishments. 
Thousands of policemen

sacrifice their lives while serving
the society every year. Most
often, consecutive callous
governments use the hapless
police personnel to suppress
riotous mobs, fighting rebels and
political uprising that could have
been avoided through proper
dialogues, policymaking and
good and selfless governance.
Notwithstanding myriad

adverse situations, the AP police
have been fighting tooth and nail
the anti-social elements,
terrorists, zealots, extremists,
criminals, and the like, apart
from swinging into action during
natural calamities and manmade
mishaps.  
From purging the state from

left-wing extremists and
factionists to keeping the law and
order and pressing emergency
services, AP Police have done
exemplary service to the society
since its inception. During
festivals and emergency situation
they work 24/7, without proper
food, shelter or other facilities.
They control the traffic in
extreme weathers and highly
toxic environment, they come to
rescue of innocents in riot-like
situation, they ensure the overall
safety of the society and keep the
criminals and other anti-social
elements at bay.
They contract fatal diseases

and are often killed in the line of
duty, they forego small pleasures
with family and friends, have no
celebrations and no peaceful
moments. Yet, ironically, they
have been painted in black.

However, today AP police are
one of the most efficient forces in
the country which could
successfully uproot left-wing
extremism from its soil.  They
also have set so many examples
to police forces of other states
that many governments in the
country advise their police to
follow the AP style of policing.
Let’s hope at least on the

occasion of Police
Commemoration Day, people
realise the supreme sacrifices the
police make for the peace and
harmony of the society. Let’s
remember the valiant martyrs
who laid down their lives in the
line of duty. Let’s pay tribute to
all the brave and fallen heroes!

(The author is Senior
Correspondent of The News

magazine)
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Whenever there is an emergency situation, be it a riot, violent
protest, extremist ambush, natural calamity or celebration of
festivals, the Andhra Pradesh Special Police play a vital role

keeping the situation under control

M. PRAVEEN

Andhra Pradesh Special
Police (APSP), the
armed wing of the state

police department, is trained to
tackle any situation with utmost
courage and commitment.
Referred to as ‘Situation
Specialists’, the APSP men aid
the local police in tackling major
law and order problems such as
counter-extremist operations,
riots and natural calamities
within and outside the state.
Comprising of 15 battalions,

the APSP forms about one sixth
of the state police force. The
APSP contribution and
significance can be assumed
with the fact that a majority of
the elite anti-extremist wing, the
Greyhounds commandos are
drawn from the APSP. Further,
APSP is also the feeder force for
district and city armed reserve
units in the state.
Constant training and

upgradation of skills are the key
aspects of APSP in view of the
fast changing internal security
scenario where disruptive and
terrorist forces adopt latest
techniques in low intensified
warfare.
To keep the APSP battle

worthy at all times to meet any
challenge likely to be thrown up
by disruptive elements, the
special police wing has targeted
100 per cent refresher training
for all its men and officers at
least once a year. In-service
courses are organized in all
battalions regularly with this

objective in mind.
APSP is deployed whenever

major bandobast arrangements
are to be made for events like
Ganesh festival, Bonalu,
political events, riot control and
guarding police stations in
sensitive areas etc. APSP is also
deployed in times of natural

The situation
SPECIALISTS

Additional DGP D Gautam Sawang
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Special Police contingent at a parade

calamities to help victims.
It is the APSP personnel who

first face the bullets of the
disruptive elements in case there
is an attack on the police stations
because the APSP personnel are
deployed in almost every police
station located in the extremist
affected areas.
Of late, there has been

tremendous work pressure on
the APSP personnel due to
growing demand for their

services within and outside the
state. The work pressure has
been keeping the APSP
personnel away from their
homes for longer periods than
stipulated time inviting criticism
from the families of the
personnel.
However, higher-ups of the

police department initiated
certain measures in a move to
ease pressure on the personnel.
Besides, the department has

started central police canteens at
almost all the battalion
headquarters where police
personnel can get everything at
subsidized prices on the lines of
military canteens.
Currently, APSP is headed by

additional director general of
police D Gautam Sawang.

(The author is  a
Correspondent with 

The News Magazine)
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BYA K VERMA

Why do people in India
love to despise the
police? The seeds of

the mystery are buried in the
deep history of the British Raj,
so deep that the modern
narrative on the subject hardly
ever brings it under scrutiny.
The original culprit is the

Police Act of 1861 which laid
the foundations of the current
police systems in the country.
The Act was a creation to
safeguard the Raj and its
officialdom and not the interests
of the people. The Act, among
other measures, established the

rural police to control crime and
law and order in the villages of
the country. The rural police who
were expected to patrol the
villages were not provided funds
for transportation or food while
on tour. They were expected to
live off the ground. The practice
grew into the ‘hafta’ habit,
overlooked by the administration
on one hand but treated as
unwarranted imposition by the
people at large.
The Police Act of 1861 did

not see any change when India
emerged as an independent
nation in 1947. The new
executive infrastructure
continued to exercise the same

absolute control over the police
through the mechanism of
superintendence enshrined in the
law. The systems were not
altered to bring them in line with
those in other democracies of the
world that all preferred to give
their police an autonomous
status for it to function in an
independent accountable
fashion. Only autocratic or
despotic dispensations like to
keep their police structures
under their thumb. For the
Indian Police passage of India
from colonialism to
independence only amounted to
change of masters. Instead of the
earlier Raj agenda, the police

POLICE AND SAFETY
Asocietygetsthepoliceitdeserves.Ifthesocietywillnotrisetohigher

values,neitherwillthepolice.InUKthepolicearenowawellloved
institution.PoliceinIndiashouldbegiventhesamepedestalthatthe

judiciaryenjoys.Thiscanonlyhappenifallthestakeholdersheredotheirbit.
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were now constrained to support
party and personal briefs.
Whims and fancies of the ruling
classes now defined what
needed to be done or avoided.
The interests of the Aam Admi
were never the prime
consideration of the powers that
be. The Aam Admi in
independent India also started
believing that police was no
friend of his.
The Indian Evidence Act

added to the miseries of the
police and enhanced the distrust
which the society had for the
police. This law stipulated that
no confession made before a
police official would on its own
constitute valid evidence in a
court of law irrespective of his
rank. In other flourishing
democracies of the world the
word of a policeman has the
same value in a law court as that
of any other government
functionary.
The Constitution of the

country also handicaps the
operational objectives of the

police. When it makes police a
subject within the exclusive
jurisdiction of the States, it
automatically denies the Centre
any rights to constructive
deliberation on police issues.
This has resulted in numerous
problems since the police remain
at the mercy of the state
executive. The magnitude of the
resultant harm is glaringly
evident in the way terrorism and
Maoism, arguably the most
sinister threats to national
security, are being handled in the
country. No national policy to
tackle them can be evolved.
There is no national
coordination. No effective single
national instrument to deal with
them holistically can be created.
The menace is forever enlarging
and advancing into new regions
but the central or state rulers
remain helpless to find effective
remedies. 
This results in a cognitive

blackout in the minds of the
people. They remain unaware
that the resulting law and order

problems or their sense of
insecurity are not all because of
police failures but because of a
structure of laws and the vested
interests of its beneficiaries that
make such failures inevitable.
Disgust against the police
naturally soars 
Such an unfortunate

predicament of the police is well
recognized since long by the
well wishers of the police.
Numerous commissions at the
central and state levels after deep
scrutiny of all the factors have
suggested a slew of reforms to
convert police into a people
friendly effective, accountable
and transparent institution. A
committee under the eminent
lawyer, Soli Sorabjee, drafted a
new Police Act to replace the Act
of 1861 but the state or central
administrations have shown
almost total indifference to the
recommendations. Their attitude
proclaims that let the people
suffer or the police have a
damaging image but they cannot
let go of their powers of
superintendence over the police
as otherwise their freedom to use
police any way they want will
get curtailed.
Seeing no other way out

some activists finally took the
matter to the Supreme Court in
2006 through a PIL. In 2008 the
Supreme Court gave mandatory
directions which would make
police autonomous in
investigations, guarantee them at
various levels a minimum tenure
of posting and free the
appointments of Director
Generals of Police from the
benumbing control of the
executive heads of the
governments. A mechanism was
also provided to look
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exhaustively into complaints
against the police. Sad to say the
mandatory orders of the
Supreme Court have not been
implemented by any one and
none has been held accountable.
One wonders if the reluctance of
the Supreme Court to move
speedily into the matter reflects
a cultural bias of the judiciary
against actions against the
political class where issues could
be seen as infringing on the
personal privileges of this class.
Be that it may, this much
remains certain, the infirmities
of the police and its
consequential impact on the
sensitivities of the people will
stay as they are, for long years to
come if such a mindset
continues.
The conflicts between

political assertiveness over the
police and simple needs of
people for security and stability
lead to many legal, moral and
philosophical conundrums. The
police under no circumstances
should cross the red lines of law
and human rights but the state

fails to provide them with
alternatives to operate
effectively and decisively in
Maoist affected environments
without causing alienation
among people.
The criminal justice systems

of the country and societal fault
lines worsen the police image,
making policing a democratic
society a thankless job. Rampant
corruption among bureaucrats,
politicians and judiciary has
made crime a low risk and high
profile business. The judicial
system gives no joy to the people
because of its bullock cart speed.
Under trials constitute the
majority population in jails. The
police public ratio in India is
about 113 per lakh of population
when it should be around 232 -
245 according to international
standards. The police are simply
unable to cope with its various
burdens and its image plummets.
In Delhi, three policemen are
deployed to guard every VIP.
For the rest of the citizens there
is one for over 700. 

The nature of the Indian

society throws up constantly big
challenges for the police. Its
linguistic, ethnic and religious
divisions often create confusing
scenarios for the police. Local
loyalties and prejudices make
short work of the larger
commitments which a citizen
must be presumed to hold for his
country. In the cross fire between
narrow interests and abiding
values the police turn out to be
the ultimate losers.

A society gets the police it
deserves. If the society will not
rise to higher values, neither will
the police. In UK the police are
now a well loved institution.
Police in India should be given
the same pedestal that the
judiciary enjoys. This can only
happen if all the stake holders
here do their bit. It is wrong to
say that the police are failing the
government and the society. On
the contrary it is the government
and the society that are failing
the police.

(The author is former
president, The Association of
Retired Senior IPS officers)
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N K SINGHAL, IPS

When will the police in
India earn the trust
of the common man?

The question was put to me
by a nephew on a visit to India
recently from the USA, where
he has been settled for the last
10 years, teaching in a
university. The query was
prompted by his experience in
towns in India that he had
visited of reluctance on the part
of people to approach the
police, even where police help

could be validly sought and
justifiably expected, unless the
matter was serious and police
intervention unavoidable.
According to him, in

America, police response is
usually prompt and attitude
sympathetic and helpful to the
person in distress. On the
contrary, in India, he found the
general public impression to be
that reporting to police would
be an exercise in futility and
could even turn out to be an
invitation to prolonged
harassment. Police would often

avoid registering a report, at
least promptly, much less
responding quickly.
Reporting to the police

might entail endless visits to the
police, and later to the courts (if
the matter reached there), and,
finally, often with no results
after years, sometimes decades,
of wait. Even worse, the
aggrieved himself could be
pressurized to pay for police
help or compromise with the
aggressor, especially if the latter
happened to be a person of
means or resources. A person

Sad, but true. Despite several initiatives by the top brass to bring in
awareness and measures for community policing, the overworked

policeman fails to win common man’s trust, thanks to the negative image
created by the media

Winning people’s trust
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from non-affluent background or
without any ‘approach’ (the
'common man'), might not even
get a civil treatment at the police
station. In his perception, the
policeman usually is an
insensitive and corrupt bully.
How does anyone expect him to
trust the police in this scenario?
This despite the fact that the

policeman, by all accounts, is
one of the most overworked
functionaries of all the
government departments,
working invariably for more
than the normal 6-8 hours for
most other government servants,
with generally no over-time
allowance or weekly offs, not
even festival holidays to
celebrate with his family. He has
to slog the beat when others
sleep, come rain, hail or biting
winter cold. The risks in his job
are increasing everyday--he not

only faces mob violence during
riots and agitations but is also
being increasingly targeted by
criminals, terrorists and other
unruly elements. Every year
about 1000 policemen, both
from civil police and
paramilitary forces are killed on
duty.
This also despite the well-

accepted recognition now of the
importance of community
cooperation and participation for
meaningful and effective
policing and initiatives by police
officers in several states to
involve the community in
policing—Community Liaison
Groups (on a model developed
under a UNDP Project),
Neighbourhood Watch, Thana
Committees, Mohalla
Committees, Dost, Senior
Citizens’ Schemes, Friends of
the Police etc. While these set

ups, no doubt, help in better
sensitization of policemen and
improving police-community
interface, especially in the area
of their operation, they have
their limitations. Particularly,
they have not been able to bring
about an over-all attitudinal
change in policemen, which is
essential for earning the trust of
the people. Problems are
understood to be faced under
such schemes due to various
factors, such as:

Difficulty in sensitizing
the policemen as a whole

Temptation for
unscrupulous elements among
the public to join for their own
ulterior motives

Loss of interest and
momentum with passage of
time, and more particularly, after
the transfer of the officer on
whose individual initiative such

A police team sensitising vendors near Charminar to be vigilant
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schemes are often started
As I told my nephew, there is

no simple solution or answer to
his query. Besides the
deficiencies —operational and
attitudinal — in police
functioning itself, there are
several other factors also which
distance the common man from
the police--not being the ‘servant
of law’ under our system, its
subservience to political and
bureaucratic control and
interference, the historic
background of Indian police, the
very nature — negative--
particularly of its enforcement
duties, some provisions in the
law which themselves are based
on lack of trust in the police,
manner of functioning (non-
functioning) of the criminal
justice system etc.
While more intensive and

sustained efforts will need to be
made with regard to external
factors enumerated above, the
basic requirement for the police
to achieve public acceptance and
earn the confidence of the
common man would be to put its
own house in order. National
Police Commission had
analysed police partiality,
corruption, and failure to register
cognizable offences as some of
the most important factors for
the unsatisfactory police-public
relations. These evils in police
functioning will need to be
targeted vigorously and
unsparingly.
The trust of the ‘common

man’ would be truly won the day
he, when in distress or need of
bona fide police help, can walk
into a police station with the
confidence of being treated in a
civil manner with empathy and
getting prompt and fair response

without having to take recourse
to any ‘approach’ or corrupt
practice, irrespective of his own
economic or social status or that
of the aggressor/offender. Till
then, no number of ‘community
policing’ measures, under
whatever name or guise, would
be of much help. Bringing this
ethos to the police would need
determined and unrelenting
efforts on the part of police
leadership — through training
and sensitization inputs, constant
advising and cajoling, inspiring
by example, unsparing action
against those not responding to
these efforts and
operationalising and enforcing
accountability on the
supervisory chain.
As brought out by National

Police Commission, the negative
image of police is often more
among those whose opinions
were based on what they had
heard than those who interacted
with the police. The biggest
contributor to this ‘hearsay’
negative image is the media,

both print and electronic
(including the increasing number
of soaps and talk-shows on the
small screen), which usually
gives much larger space to
police failures, functional as well
as behavioural, than its
achievements or constraints and
limitations under which it has to
function. While any real image
change has necessarily to be
based on better professional
performance and improvement
in behavioural aspect of police
functioning, steps for better
sensitization of the media would
also be imperative. 
Besides accessibility and

transparency in dealing with
them, continuous interaction,
including at higher editorial
levels, for a balanced projection
of police functioning and
clarifying the correct facts, in
case of any instances of serious
or biased reporting, should be of
help in this regard.

(The author is Retired IPS
Officer who was Associated with

Indian Intelligence for Long)

A police team sensitising vendors near Charminar to be vigilant
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Political leaders have neglected and politically exploited the police
and their intelligence apparatus. This has, over the years, adversely

affected the discipline, morale and efficiency of the police.

Challenges of
internal security

KALYAN K MITRA, IPS

Time is turbulent. The
country is facing myriad
problems both from

outside and within. The internal
security scenario in the country
today is grim. The Indian state
seems increasingly incapable of
protecting the life and property
of its citizens.
The long drawn cross-border

terrorism in Jammu & Kashmir,
repeated terrorist strikes in
crowded city centres in different
parts of the country, growing
ethnic insurgency in several

states in the North-East and
above all, the reign of terror
unleashed by the Naxals in 13
Indian states have jeopardized
India’s internal security.
The threats from various

non-state actors have posed
severe challenge to the state
overshadowing the traditional
military threats to India’s
territorial integrity from Pakistan
and China. What is at stake
today is the stability and
integrity of the nation. The ISI of
Pakistan, with covert assistance
from Bangladesh and Nepal,
have been training, funding and

equipping separatist groups in
Kashmir, various home grown
‘Jihadi’ terror cells in different
parts of the country and the
insurgents in the North-East.
There are reasons to believe that
the so-called ‘left extremists’ are
also receiving arms, equipment
and support from our
neighbourhood.
These persistent security

threats are core issues needing
urgent attention from the
government because India’s
much vaunted march forward as
a regional power will depend on
whether or not we succeed in

North-East militants with sophisticated weapons
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overcoming the challenges.
It is important to note that

nearly all our internal security
problems have external
dimensions, one way or the
other. A large multi-ethnic,
multi-religious, diverse country
with hundreds of castes and
tribes has inherent potential for
intra-state conflicts. The
problem has become all the more
acute because the state, even
after sixty years of
Independence, has failed to
deliver social and economic
justice to vast majority of its
citizens despite tall promises
made in the constitution.
A democratic, free, liberal

country like ours is especially
vulnerable because it offers
endless opportunities to
terrorists and insurgents to
operate, establish bases, raise
funds, procure weapons,
communicate and mobilize
support from the civil society.
The ruling political elite and
corrupt, inefficient bureaucracy
have not only failed to govern
and deliver the core services,
they have also demonstrated
lamentable lack of will and
courage to adopt strong
measures and tackle the growing
threats to security.
The leaders in power have

politicized the response to terror.
They remain ever reluctant to
adopt strong legal measures for
fear of losing at the elections
because tough terrorism-specific
laws, though passed in many
democratic countries in the west,
would be unpopular among a
section of India’s population.
According to the US state

Department’s latest annual
report on terrorism, India ranks
among world’s most terrorism

afflicted countries. The report
also notes that despite the
government’s official
pronouncements, its counter-
terrorism efforts remain
hampered by outdated law-
enforcement and legal systems.
Our security architecture,

both at the Centre and the states,
needs radical reform. The
government at the centre has
taken certain measures following
huge public outrage and media
outbursts after the Mumbai
attacks in November 2008. But

these measures are not enough.
Unless the civil society demands
fundamental changes, the
security scenario cannot be
reversed in the foreseeable
future.
After every major terrorist

strike, hue and cry is raised and
the government engages itself in
mainly fire-fighting operations
to mollify the people. But public
memory is notoriously short and
people soon forget what
happened and live their daily
lives hoping for the best. A sense

A democratic, free, liberal country like ours
is especially vulnerable because it offers
endless opportunities to terrorists and

insurgents to operate, establish bases, raise
funds, procure weapons, communicate and

mobilize support from the civil society
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of complacency inevitably sets
in and as a result, no substantial
change takes place in the
security management apparatus.
The government has set up a

National Investigation Agency
(NIA) with much fanfare. It is
just another central investigation
agency empowered to
investigate certain specified
offences under eight laws
including the ‘Atomic Energy
Act’ and ‘The Anti-Hijacking
Act’. It has no role whatsoever
in prevention of terrorist acts.
Indeed, it can be wound up or
merged with the Central Bureau
of Investigation (CBI) which
needs greater authority and
power to promptly take up
investigation of cases without
waiting for concerned state
government’s consent and
concurrence. The NIA is yet to
become fully operational. We
have seen but failed to draw
lessons from the USA where
unified single Department of
Homeland Security was created
after 9/11 attack bringing
together multifarious security

organizations in four divisions
under one umbrella. In India, we
are heading in the opposite
direction by creating new
additional institutions.
The government has taken

credit for giving greater teeth to
the Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act (UAPA), 1967
which replaced the tough
Prevention of Terrorist Act
(POTA). There is no doubt that
the UAPA has been strengthened
but it still lacks the special
enforcement provisions which
POTA had, such as, admissibility
of confession before a Police
Officer, burden of proof of
innocence on the accused,
tougher bail conditions and so
on. The fight against terror must
focus on external and domestic
networking and financing of
terror which remain beyond the
scope of routine legislation such
as the UAPA. It is time that the
logic of overriding national
interest finally prevailed over
petty short-sighted electoral
politics.
The need of the hour is an

apex body like National Counter
Terrorism Centre which will
have the database relating to all
terrorist incidents and terrorism
related information with powers
to tackle all aspects of terrorism
— right from prevention and
pre-emption through collection
of inputs/intelligence from
central and state agencies,
coordination and sharing of
intelligence between central and
state agencies to monitoring
investigation, prosecution and
trial of cases.
Another urgent and long

pending task is police reforms
and modernization of the police
in the states. Internal security
cannot be maintained unless the
states discharge their
constitutional duty to secure
peace and public order. The
political leaders have neglected
and politically exploited the
police and their intelligence
apparatus. This has, over the
years, adversely affected the
discipline, morale and efficiency
of the police. The much
discussed and long awaited

Maoists undergoing training in using weapons
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police reforms have yet to take
place due to reluctance on the
part of the political leaders in the
states cutting across party lines.
The directives issued by the

Supreme Court in September
2006 have so far been complied
with by only a few states —
mostly in the North East. There
have been repeated demands
since long for replacing the
outdated Police Act of 1861 by a
new Act to ensure greater
accountability of the police and
insulate the force from political
manipulation by giving them
greater autonomy.
The state police forces and

their intelligence branches are
grossly unprepared to deal with
the challenges facing them. They
are under-staffed, under-
equipped, ill-trained and poorly
paid. India has one of the lowest
police - population ratio in the
world (142 per 100000). The
ratio is 315 in the USA, 290 in
Australia, 300 in Germany and
200 in the U.K. The problem is
further compounded by huge
chunk of the force wasted for
protection of the so-called VIP’s.
Side by side with police reforms,
the entire criminal justice system
needs a thorough overhaul.
Finally and most

importantly, we need to examine
our intelligence set up and
revitalize the Indian intelligence
mechanism. The performance of
our agencies came under sharp
scrutiny of the Kargil Review
Committee. The government
appointed a task force following
the report and its
recommendations were accepted
by the group of Ministers.
However, nothing changed
substantially since then. The
multi-agency centre hardly took

off the ground. The National
Security Council and the joint
Intelligence Committee have
become almost dysfunctional.
The basic reform must begin

with a new multi-discipline
futuristic approach to collection
and dissemination of
intelligence. With rapid
advances in technology and
information revolution, the
agencies will more and more
need talented experts, scientists,

engineers, IT professionals etc.
in order to collect, analyze and
interpret vast quantity of
complex data from variety of
sources. The effectiveness of our
national intelligence effort will
be directly proportional to the
quality and skill of men and
women recruited by the
agencies. This calls for sufficient
career incentives to attract and
retain qualified individuals from
the universities, private sector,
corporate world and institutes of
excellence. In other words, there
is need for a paradigm shift in
national security culture so that
lateral recruitment of experts at
all levels could be done as and
when necessary.
While structural reforms are

essential, any rethinking about
intelligence will no doubt focus

on what kind of intelligence
should be or need to be
collected. As there is no
institutionalized systems of
tasking by the consumers of
intelligence and performance
audit, the agencies disseminate
whatever they collect, process
and analyze. Their typical
product is treated as free good.
In the absence of regular
feedbacks from consumers, there
is excessive reliance on

reportorial current intelligence
because what is easy to read is
most likely to be read. Further,
the policymaker is often
reluctant to accept information
that challenges past experience
and conventional wisdom. As a
result, the analysts in the agency
work under constant pressure for
conformity and shun innovative,
out of the box conclusions. They
seldom anticipate scenarios that
appear low in probability but
high in consequence. Since there
is no accountability, heads do not
roll when disaster strikes. It is
time we had legislative oversight
of intelligence activities to
ensure accountability of our
agencies.

(The author is former
Director General, Security)

The directives issued by the Supreme Court
in September 2006 have so far been

complied with by only a few states —
mostly in the North East. There have been
repeated demands since long for replacing
the outdated Police Act of 1861 by a new

Act to ensure greater accountability of the
police and insulate the force from political

manipulation by giving them greater
autonomy.
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Police officials across the
country are planning a cut
down in the security

arrangements for VVIPs in the
wake of new guidelines issued
by the Prime Minister’s office
(PMO) for his own security
arrangements.
According to sources, the

PMO issued new guidelines for
various reasons. One among
them is the brave reply of a
Delhi Police Constable to the
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
himself on October 2, on the
occasion of the launch of
Swachh Bharat Campaign.
Modi spoke to the police

personnel at Mandir Marg Police
Station after sweeping the
parking area there with a broom.
He asked them why they did not
keep their workplace clean. One
of the constables told Modi that
the police station was not clean
because a majority of them were
occupied with the security route
and they didn’t get the time for

anything else.
The next day, a new set of

guidelines for the security
arrangements came from the
PMO which clearly asked the
Delhi Police to deploy only the
required number of personnel for
the prime minister’s security
instead of turning the city into a
fortress.
Another reason for the

issuing the new set of guidelines
comes in the wake of the Prime

Minister’s recent visit to the
United States, where the
President mingles with citizens
without security apparatus
getting in the way.
With the Prime Minister

himself taking initiative for
trimming down of security
deployment on VIP routes to
ensure that citizens did not
suffer, it is said police officials
across the country are planning
to cut down the security
arrangements on VIP routes.
“It is a welcome measure

from the Prime Minister
suggesting a trimming down in
security arrangements on VIP
routes. The police forces across
the country are running short of
men and a cut down in security
on VIP routes will save a lot of
manpower besides preventing
inconvenience for the public,” a
senior police officer told The
News.

PMO suggests cut down
in security for VIPs

NATIONAL NEWS
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WE SALUTE POLICE MARTYRS

CITY CENTER
ROAD NO.1, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD
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WE SALUTE 
POLICE MARTYRS

CHAKRAPANI, Retd. ACP

We salute 
police Martyrs 

KARKHANA, SECUNDERABAD
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WE SALUTE POLICE MARTYRS

We salute 
police Martyrs 

M. VEVEKANAND
(Kapil Goud), 

MPTC, Jalpally, RR Dist.

K. DURGESH GOUD
Aliabad, Old City, Hyderabad
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We salute 
police Martyrs 

AUthentic Chinese Restaurant
OPP. KAMINENI HOSPITAL,
LB NAGAR, HYDERABAD
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The Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) has recorded its
best-ever performance in

Maharashtra by winning 122
assembly seats. It is for the first
time that any political party has
crossed the three digit mark in
the state after the 1990 assembly
elections.
“It is due to Prime Minister

Narendra Modi that the BJP
could hit a century in this state
for the first time. We will form a
mini-Modi sarkar. The future
course of action will be decided

by state party leaders and top
BJP brass,” said BJP MP Kirit
Somaiya.
In 1990, the Congress under

the leadership of Sharad Pawar -
now the president of Nationalist
Congress Party (NCP) - had
managed a similar feat by
bagging 114 seats. Since then, no
party had managed to cross the
three digit figure. This had forced
parties to cobble up alliances to
form governments in the state.
While the BJP-Shiv Sena

combination ruled the state from
1995 to 1999, the Congress-NCP
alliance had been in the power

for three terms since then. This
time the BJP has many options at
hand as it needs the support of
merely 23 more MLAs to form
the government.
The NCP, which won 41

seats, has unilaterally announced
its unconditional outside support
to the BJP, while the Shiv Sena is
playing a wait-and-watch game,
with 63 seats on hand.
The vote share of the NCP

rose marginally to 17.3 per cent
from 16.37 per cent, but that did
not translate into more seats,
apparently because of the multi-
cornered contests.

BJP wins Maharashtra,
Haryana
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Senior NCP leader Praful Patel,
who had stirred up a hornet’s nest by
tweeting that the NCP will play a role
in the next government formation, said
that it decided to support the BJP from
outside to ensure a stable government
in the state.
“It will be in the larger interest of

Maharashtra to support a government
led by a party that is also in power at
the centre,” said Patel.
Shiv Sena chief Uddhav

Thackeray, meanwhile, said that he
was yet to take a stance as he was yet
to be approached by any leader of the
party.
“We may consider extending

support to any party that vows to keep
Maharasthra unified. However, we will
not make the first move and wait to be
invited for the talks,” said Uddhav.
On the unilateral support

announced by the NCP, Uddhav said:
“BJP has severely criticised the NCP
during campaigning. Let us see what
the party does.”
The Congress debacle in the

Assembly elections has forced state
party president Manikrao Thakare to
tender his resignation. The Congress
that has been pushed to the third
position with 42 seats - nearly 50 per
cent less than the number of seats (82)
the party had won in 2009.
In Haryana, the BJP won Assembly

elections with absolute majority for the
first time by winning 47 seats. The
incumbent Congress government led
by Bhupinder Singh Hooda has been
decimated, coming a distant third with
only 15 seats.
The BJP, which was riding high on

the Narendra Modi wave in the Lok
Sabha elections, kept up its momentum
in the Assembly elections too. Its star
campaigner in the state remained
Prime Minister Modi, who
campaigned in the interiors of Haryana
tirelessly addressing several rallies,
ensuring victory for the party.
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India refused Pakistan’s
attempts for third-party
interference on Kashmir

issue even as Pakistan continued
with its efforts to internationalize
the issue. India has been insisting
on addressing the subject only
through bilateral dialogue.
Sartaj Aziz, foreign policy

advisor to the Pakistan
Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif, took up the issue
with UN Secretary General Ban
Ki-moon, saying that New Delhi
should be advised to adopt a
mature approach on the issue.
Aziz spoke to the UN

secretary general recently and
again sought his intervention on
the core issue of Kashmir.
He had earlier raised the

matter with Ban Ki-moon on
October 11. However, Ban
refused to be drawn in and asked
the two countries to resolve all
outstanding issues through
negotiations.
“India should be advised to

adopt a mature and reasonable
approach on the Kashmir issue
and refrain its armed forces from
acting irrationally,” Aziz told the
UN secretary general, an official
statement from the Pakistan
foreign office said.
The Pakistani diplomat

briefed the UN secretary general
on the "frequency and intensity
of the unprovoked and
indiscriminate firing and shelling
by the Indian forces’ that resulted

in civilian casualties, injuries and
damage to property".
“Pakistan is fully united and

determined to thwart any
aggression and had responded to
India’s provocations with utmost
restraint and responsibility,” Aziz
claimed.

Ban reiterated
his concern over

the

escalation of violence along the
Line of Control (LoC) and
deplored the loss of lives, the
statement added. The UN official
emphasised the "importance of
necessary actions needed to be
taken by both sides to de-
escalate the situation and resolve
all outstanding issues through
negotiations".
India has already ruled out

mediation or intervention by a
third party on the Kashmir issue.
Shortly after Aziz wrote to Ban,
External Affairs Ministry
spokesperson Syed Akbaruddin
said such matters should be
handled within the framework of
the Simla Agreement and Lahore
Declaration.

Pointing out that India was
keen on a dialogue on all issues
including Kashmir, Akbaruddin
said: “It seems from what
Pakistan is doing, it is not
interested in this kind of
dialogue.” He asserted that
Pakistan’s moves would not
succeed as there was no scope for
a third party-intervention in
bilateral relations.

“The ‘only route’ for
talks is from
Islamabad via Lahore
to New Delhi. If the
road is diverted to
New York, it will not

serve any purpose,”
Akbaruddin said.

Pakistan has
repeatedly sought to
internationalise the

Kashmir issue. Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif, during
his speech at the UN General
Assembly, raked up the issue by
calling for a plebiscite on
Kashmir. The move came at a
time when forces of both the
countries were engaged in the
worst exchange of fire along the
frontiers since a ceasefire was
announced in 2003.
Meanwhile, India has placed

the onus on Pakistan for de-
escalation of tension.
Despite India’s assertions,

Aziz told Ban that the UN had
‘permanent responsibility to
implement its own resolutions in
Kashmir’. He urged the UN not
be inhibited by ‘non-cooperation
of one side'.

India rules out third-party
talks on Kashmir
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Diwali is the darkest night
of the year, the night of
kartik amavasya. It is

the night when the dark forces
are at their peak, the night which
is ideal for practice of lower arts
such as black magic, occult,
voodoo etc. These arts are
associated with the lower lokas
and lower beings– those of
bhutaal, rasataal, pataal and the
like.
It is common practice among

people to flock the practitioners
of lower arts during the time of
Diwali for quick fixes to their
problems and at times to cause
harm to people they do not like.
It is a common observation that
accidents, fights, road rage,
anger and chaos is on a rise
around the time of Diwali... all

these have already begun, and as
the Diwali night approaches they
will just intensify.
However, one must not

forget that the night of Diwali is
also the night when it is easiest
to access the power of light.
Yogi Ashwini says that

Diwali this year is especially
powerful and that while negative
forces will be at their peak;
certain practices for protection
as prescribed in the Sanatan
Kriya will ensure that the one
remains untouched by
negativity/negative forces as
well as to induce positivity in
home and environment.
To protect the people from

the effect of negativity, Yogi
Ashwini has given a step-by-step
practice in a short video (can be

viewed on
www.dhyanfoundation.com).
Using the ancient practice of
mantra chanting and Vedic
havan he teaches the lay man
how to invoke protective energy
of the Mother Goddess.
Simple, easy to do, Yogi

Ashwini has deconstructed
ancient practices in such a way
that everyone can do this sitting

Diwali 2014 is
POWERFUL

YOGI ASHWINI
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in their own home.
Yogi Ashwini is adept in the

ancient sciences of yog, tantra,
spiritual healing, mantra
chanting, yajnas, past-life
visitation and vedic martial arts.
With an honours in economics, a
masters in management and a
successful business, He is an
eminent writer for leading
dailies and journals, an
acclaimed speaker
internationally, author of global
bestsellers on ancient sciences,

honorary editor for the spiritual
magazine ‘The Inner World’ and
the guiding light of Dhyan
Foundation.
Dhyan Foundation is a

spiritual and charitable
organisation committed to the
cause of spreading awareness
about the authentic path of yoga,
as laid down by Sage Patanjali
4500 years ago. It is run solely
by volunteers who are engaged
day in and day out in helping the
creation, without any

remuneration for their services.
These volunteers hail from all
walks of life – business
magnates, journalists, doctors,
designers, lawyers, scholars,
home-makers and normal people
– driven and guided on the path
of sadhna and service by Yogi
Ashwini, a true living master.
Formed in 2002, Dhyan

Foundation today is a global
phenomenon with centers all
across the world where classes
for Sanatan Kriya are conducted
free of cost.
The Foundation is actively

engaged in a host of charities
including free distribution of
food at multiple places, saving
wildlife and looking after injured
animals, running schools for
street kids, sponsoring higher
education of the poor and the
blind, finding employment for
the unemployed, spreading
awareness about environmental
issues etc. and all this is done
without any government funding
or selling any products.

Courtesty: Dhyan Foundation
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If you want to construct ahouse, you approach an
Engineer, an Architech,

Vastu pandit and so on, since
don’t want to take any risk. But
when it comes to your career, did
you ever bother to meet the
required specialist to design a
professional Career for yourself!
Here's how you can take a

good look at yourself, figure out
what you really want to do, and
work this into a career plan that
will help you get where you
want to go - personally and
professionally.
Write Down What You Do:

The first thing to do if you're
going to pull yourself out of a
career-related funk is to take
stock of where you are
professionally. Your job title and
resume only say so much about
what you do, so spend a few
days taking good notes of what
you actually do. Start with the
core responsibilities of your
position (things you would put
on your resume), then write

down everything else you spend
time doing at work, even if it's
tangential to your actual "job."
A good way to get in the

habit of doing this is to keep a
work diary of your successes,
failures, and activities. It's also a
good opportunity to get in the
habit of doing a GTD-style
weekly review, where you take
time each week to take stock of
what you've accomplished and
prepare for the next week. When
you're done, sort the list into
things you absolutely hate doing,
things you don't mind doing and
things that you love and wish
you could do more of.
Write Down What You Want

To Do: Once the list is sorted, it's
time to focus on the things you'd
like to do more of. Build on
those items and write down what
you wish you could do every
day. Don't be afraid to get far-
fetched; if you wish you could
get paid too. Read blogs all day,
jot that down. Some people call
it "wasting time on Reddit," but
the right employer may call it
research.

Now, start thinking long-
term. Ask yourself, "Will I want
to keep doing these things in a
year? What about two, or five?"
Don't be discouraged if you're
not sure. It's impossible to know
what the future you will want,
but try to write down some
general thoughts. Ask yourself
these questions:
• What am I best at doing, both
personally and
professionally? What am I
terrible at?

• Do I want to stay in this job?
Or this field?

• If I want to change jobs, do I
want to be promoted into a
similar, more senior role?

• If I want to change jobs,
would I rather manage
people, or would I prefer to
continue doing it all myself?

• If I want to change industries,
which field am I interested
in?

• What is it about that industry
that excites me? Has it always
interested me?

• What am I doing already that
will serve me well in that

Build a
professional
career plan

EDUCATION NEWS
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field?
• What type of company would
I like to work for? What about
that company is most
important to me?

• Looking at the list of things I
love doing, what kind of job
uses those skills? Who does
those things every day?
Review Your Answers: The

point of these questions is to
help you evaluate your goals.
They help you determine what
types of jobs involve the tasks
you said you enjoy doing.
Pretend you land the perfect job.
Now think about where you'd
like to go from there. Would you
like to keep doing it on a more
advanced level? Perhaps you'd
like to manage people who do
what you do now? When you
start thinking about those next
steps—without the stress of the
whole "where do you see
yourself in one/five/ten years"
kind of questions —you'll find
yourself thinking in terms of the
career you want, not just your
"dream job."
Once you've finished writing

all of this down, you should have
a pretty good self-evaluation.
This is valuable in itself, and can
help you ground yourself in your
current job or negotiate with
your boss on those tasks that you
really hate and how you can do

more of what you enjoy (and are
strongly suited to.) Now you're
ready for the next step: actually
building your plan.

BuildYourCareerPlan
Research the Jobs You'd Like

To Do: Now that you know what
you'd like to do, it's time to find
jobs that let you do it. Here's
how:
• Visit Your local information
Center: Sometimes the best
way to find a job that matches
up with your skills and
desires is to ask a more
experienced person. A chat
with a reference librarian or
specialist at a career center
will put you on the right track
towards career guides and
resources that can help you

translate your dreams into a
job title you can aim for.

• Chat with Your HR : If your
company has an HR rep,
they're the person you should
go to if you want to learn
more about what careers are
available in your company.
Obviously your company's
HR rep has a vested interest
in making sure you're
successful in your current job
(we hope!) and that you stay
at your current company, so if
you like your company and
just dislike your job, they
may be able to help.

• Scour Job Search Sites: Most
people are used to searching
job sites for job titles. Try
searching for a function or
task that you enjoy instead. If
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you like spending all day on
Twitter or Facebook, search
for "Twitter" or "Facebook,"
or better yet, search for
"social networks" or "social
media." Most job search
engines will match your
keywords with job
responsibilities as well as
required skills in job listings.

• Take a Career Assessment
Test: The CareerPath test is a
good one that blends elements
of a personality test with a
career assessment test. The
results will help you
understand what kinds of jobs

and careers make heavy
use of the passions and
skills you have.

• Talk To People About
Their Careers:
Sometimes word of
mouth is the best way to
find out how to translate
your passions into a job
you'll love. Ask your
friends and family,
even your colleagues
about their previous
jobs. Highlight the
things that you enjoy
and ask them if
they've ever heard of

a job that does those things.
You'll be surprised: often the
side-responsibilities you like
at your current job are
primary responsibilities at
another job.
Research Where Those Jobs

Lead: Once you have an idea
what types of jobs you'd like to
have (even if it means you've
rediscovered how much you
enjoy your current job), start
thinking in terms of a long-term
career. Do some research on
where those jobs usually lead.
You'll also want to find out
whether the career you want

requires education, degrees, or
certifications to advance. Some
organizations will only promote
if you show you're advancing
your skills as well as performing
well on the job, and others will
only consider you for
promotions if you go out and get
a relevant degree, or take classes
relevant to your job. Continuing
education isn't a bad thing, but
you don't want to reach for a
career you want only to find that
you're stuck after taking the first
step.
By the time you finish this

research, you should have an
idea of where the careers you're
interested in will take you, and
whether you like those possible
paths or not. Of course, you can't
predict everything: you may
discover a love of management
when you think you're going to
be an engineer forever, or invent
a new application while doing
software development that leads
you to start a new company. The
important thing is to think past
the job offer you'll hopefully get,
be flexible, and start visualizing
the career you'd like to have
By now, you should have

your self-evaluation finished,
and a few ideal career paths all
mapped out. Congratulations:
you have a personalized career
plan, based on your interests and
your skills. Now all that's left is
the hard part: deciding which
direction you'd like to take. Your
career plan shouldn't be a dead
document. Keep researching
jobs that match up with your
goals, and keep talking to people
about what opportunities they
have in their organizations for
people who do what you'd rather
do all day.






